Cheung Chau Government Secondary School
Half-yearly Examination Scope 2021/2022
S3 English Language
Paper 1 Reading
NTP units to study:


Passages in Unit 1-3



Vocabulary in Unit 1-4



Grammar items in Unit 1-4 (same as thus items in Success in Grammar)

The paper includes 2 texts to read, grammar and usage tasks.
Time allowed is 75 minutes.
Answer ALL questions.
Words to study:
adventure

destinations

beach resorts

a budget
traveller

accommodation

flight

feeling relaxed

a luxury
experience

backpack

air-conditioned

a private guide

a stressful job

escape

stuck at a dull
resort

enjoy different
arts

tourist sites

galleries and
museums

Housing

success

an approach to
homelessness

A fascinating
idea

different issues

addiction

mental health
problems

unemployment

dates back to

the idea would
work

to improve their
lives

extremely
expensive

turned out to be
untrue

has dropped by
half

the rate is falling

In addition,

emergency
shelters

medical clinics

a study found
that

provide free
housing and
counselling to

a complicated
social issue

many causes

simpler than
originally
thought

a fancy hotel

a mountain in
Thailand

appropriate

similarity

hugely

fixed

interesting

was introduced
in 1975

benefits

evidence from
the text

subheadings

the root cause

early doubts

explanation

Introduction

Conclusion

solved

a group tour

perfect

passport

checked in

hand luggage

took off

motion sickness

jet lag

kind-hearted

committed

patient

misunderstand

charity sale

the disabled

non-profit

obstacle race

prepay

new immigrants

awesome

significance

research

ideal

opportunities

tutor

volunteers

previous

promotes
environmental
awareness

is more
rewarding

a famous film
series

the location of
the film

a historic
building

the capital of

recognize

spa

windsurfing

lengthen our trip

aboriginal food

wear sunscreen

refreshments

effective crowd
control

Paper 2 Writing
Part A: (Short task)
Prompt based sentence construction
Part B:
Choose 1 of 3 writing topics to write a 140 – 170-word composition.
1. Writing a Travel blog (NTP. 3A: Unit 1 pages 24 – 29)
2. Writing a Newsletter article (NTP. 3A: Unit 2 pages 57 – 61)
3. Writing a Creative story from pictures

Paper 3 Listening

Paper 3: Listening
Part A:

50 mins (60 marks)

•

Short tasks

•

Ordering the sequence

•

Fill in the form

•

multiple choice

Words to study:
volunteer

charity sale

flag day

needy

disabled

30-hour fast

Part B:
Integrated listening task (Listen, read & write)
Words to study:
documentary film

horror films

ghost stories

love stories

adventure films

action comedies

time

money

cartoons

science fiction films

comedy

a good cast

Paper 4 Speaking
S. 3
Time: 5 minutes (3 minutes for preparation, 2 minutes for examination per student)
Part A

Individual Presentation (30 marks)

keep people
safe

take lessons
of different

at different
times during
the day

download notes
and upload
homework

subjects

?
when and why

what

?
Online lessons

things you may need

?

different apps
equipment e.g.
computer with
internet access

?

You may use the following or your own words to begin and end your presentation.
Good morning everyone. I am going to talk about online lessons.

That’s all I want to say. Thank you.

online activity

?

S3 students from
three schools join

competition
/ knowledge
exchange

friendships

?
why

how

Inter-school activity

what and when

?

debate /
seminar etc
after exam

?

You may use the following or your own words to begin and end your presentation.
Good morning everyone. I am going to talk about organizing an inter-school activity with other schools.

That’s all I want to say. Thank you.

Competitions e.g.
debating, poster
design etc

buy games and
supplies at
English Corner

?

upgrade furniture
and IT gadgets

?

book sale

why

how

Raising money for the English Club

when
during English
Week

at recess
and after
school

?

?

You may use the following or your own words to begin and end your presentation.
Good morning everyone. I am going to talk about raising money for the English Club.

That’s all I want to say. Thank you.

